
 
 
 
 
SERAPHIEL - WHITE ANGEL 
Seraphiel, Ruler of the Seraphim, brings the Music of the Spheres, for he creates those very Spheres in the 
Heavens. Though most of us cannot hear this music with our ears, if we so choose, we can “hear” the celestial 
sound through heart and soul. The Seraphim are the Star Angels of Creation, charged with bringing Diamond 
Rays to Earth, for Diamond is Oneness with All – all colours and harmonies: physical and spiritual. Seraphiel’s is 
the Star Path, a zillion rainbow molecules that reach from this Earth to his Constellations. In the presence of 
Seraphiel you are enfolded in Diamond spirals of Love and Light that link to your own Star Guardian Angel 
 
NADIEL - RULER OF CAPRICORN 
Nadiel has two roles: Ruler of the Zodiac Sign of Capricorn and Guardian of Major Life Decisions. In the former he 
offers stability and Earth with this Sign, suggesting that like his stately and beautiful tree, you, too, need firm roots 
to grow upwards to Light with confidence, stamina and determination. This is coupled with Nature’s green, for 
expansion of your heart’s ability to recognise new opportunities and set new life goals. In his second role the 
focus is on gold, for once having perceived your opportunity, his gold brings you powers of decision-making and 
effective action. 
 
SANUSEMI - BLUE STAR ANGEL 
Sanusemi is an angel of the Blue Star, linked to Earth’s origins before the Falls. He tells of Angelic Numerology of 
Five and Six. Five is the spinning dance of life itself, for this is the spiral underpinning all that raises the levels of 
spiritual consciousness. Yet each level of Five begins with self-healing with the wholeness vibration of Six. It is a 
Dance of Six and Five and he says you are now reaching new levels. If you feel stressed picture a blue-violet 
flower in your brow (third eye). Invoke Sanusemi’s name and let soothing Sapphire Rays flow in; soon the energy 
- even atmosphere, around you will become calm, clear and peaceful. 
 
ANGEL URIEL - RULER OF FIRE 
Uriel is Ruler of Fire, and fire has many forms. It can be orange: full of power, or gentle, like the yellow of votive 
candle or tea light. Uriel brings all these forms; his yellow flame helps cleanse and heal your lower self, burning 
away blocks, purifying the meridian that links your energy centres; 
then he revitalises with orange’s creative passion for life. Through fire he offers you opportunity for change, even 
self-transformation. As blue-white lightning he is mysterious and intense: this is the potential of true alchemy, 
leading to greater physical and spiritual harmony in life. 
 
GEBORIAL - ANGEL OF BALANCE  
Geboriel is an angel of polarity balance, for only through reconciling this can we move towards Oneness with All. 
He shows you the Caduceus Wisdom Staff: symbol of. Three triads of three are the angel hierarchy - nine groups 
in total, mirrored in mankind by three groups of three chakras: root, sacral and solar; heart, higher heart and 
thymus; throat, third eye; and crown. You can work with the Caduceus (this goes through spine) bringing down 
glowing solar (masculine) and lunar (feminine) energies to Earth, 
then entwining them back through eight chakras to balance at third eye. Once you reach crown there is only 
Oneness. 
 



 
 
 
 
BREATHE OF LIFE - MANDALA 
The Breath of Life Mandala links to your higher self, i.e. throat, and third eye energy centres: blue, violet and 
white. When you breathe in Breath of Life you hold all the power to bring greater harmony, stability and balance to 
yourself and your life. From there you can expand your horizons for Breath of Life builds your intuition, opens your 
mind to what is not visible merely with the eye, but with the heart, and leads the way to Truth. Breath of Life aids 
you first to recognise and live your own personal Truth, and then, if you wish to go further, towards Absolute 
Truth. 
 
RED ROSE MANDALA - BALANCE AND HEALING 
The Red Rose Mandala Scarf is a focus on lower self; especially the base of the spine. But red has many shades 
and you can use these in different ways. The deeper purple-red is for secure foundations in life and grounding; 
move to sparkling ruby for physical well being, and crimson for courage and empowerment. You determine the 
focus you need, and you can say the following words to receive angelic help: In the heart of the Rose Mandala I 
bathe in healing Angelic Light. Glowing, living crystal fractals of earth’s purple, sparkling ruby and warm, vital 
crimson flow in to heal and balance my root chakra; I have strength and courage to make a new start in life. 
 
FLOWER OF HEART - LIGHT MANDALA 
The Flower of Heart Mandala is a Light Mandala for a heart that is open to Love of all kinds: friends, family, 
relationships and even Mother Earth and Nature. This Mandala has three aspects: the first is green, the second is 
the Flower of Life pattern which is an ancient wisdom symbol of healing. These can be used to heal hearts of past 
trauma and hurt, for pure emerald Light can flow through the pattern, washing away these residues, cleansing 
and healing the heart and allowing it to re-open to Love. This allows the final aspect - the beautiful Magenta heart 
flower to unfold. Simply focus on the Mandala and heart to send Love, Light and healing to All. 
 
AMETHYST STAR GATE - ELEMENTAL POWER 
The Amethyst star gate is comprised of Love and Violet Light. Amethyst and violet are of the rainbow’s seventh 
Ray: the Ray of mystery, magic and spirituality. The Ruler of Violet is melchisadec, spiritual Angelic Director of 
mankind and the angelic realm. The star gate’s balanced shape (aka macrocosm) represents Healing, 
Wholeness, Completion, Oneness, and it holds the power of five elements: Earth, Air, Water, Fire and Spirit 
without which this goal cannot be attained. If you seek this goal, invoke Melchisadec to guide you on The Way of 
Love and Light. 
 
BLACK HEART - DIVINE ESSENCE OF LOVE 
Emanating from deepest darkness of the Void It is from this primordial source that all physical reality, including 
you, is manifest. Energy, vibrating at unique frequencies, and thus creating form. A void is often thought of as 
‘empty space’ whereas in reality it is bursting with possibility, as with a darkened room, it is only when we shine a 
light, that we can see what is inside. This is the wisdom of the heart, empowering us to see beyond the mundane. 
Feel your connection with the Divine Essence of Love. 
 
HEART OF LIFE - SACRED ENERGY 
Reconnect yourself to earth and to the stars, creating a pure energy channel. The sacred energies in gold and 
silver rays create infinite love and compassion. As you breathe these energies, they meet and integrate in your 
heart. Regenerate your self-belief and zest for life determining new aspirations for your future. The sacred flame 
through which you were born will sustain you. 
 



 
 
 
 
BLUE STAR HEART - INSPIRATION AND TRANQUILITY 
Fly skywards with us on gilded wings soaring on the celestial starry blue there is no limit to your energy and 
enthusiasm. A shining nebulae and myriad of love and light give inspiration and tranquility. Forward is the way 
with the deep blue of positivity and action, synchronicity will create the path after surrender and acceptance. A 
pledge to reach for the stars will take you on a spiritual path to love, wisdom and peace.  
 
 
HEART OF FORGIVENESS - LOVING ENERGY  
Integrity and vigour help the find the loving forgiveness in the heart. True forgiveness is to transcend the wrong 
with compassion. The power of the purple and green rays supports your determination, stamina and conviction. 
Loving energy displaces the fear and replaces the instability. Combining love with power makes for a radiant 
strength that will flow forth. A flash of coloured inspiration will invoke the sending of unconditional love and leave 
you with power and wisdom. 
 


